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Abstract
We present results obtained from a study of the structure of hadronic events
recorded by the L3 detector at a centre-of-mass energy of 183 GeV. The data
sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 55.3 pb
 1
. The distributions of
event shape variables and the energy dependence of their mean values are measured.
From a comparison with resummed O(
2
s
) QCD calculations, we determine the
strong coupling constant 
s
(183 GeV) = 0:1086  0:0026 (exp)  0:0054 (th).
The charged particle multiplicity distribution and momentum spectrum are studied
and the energy dependence of the peak position of the  (=   lnx
p
) distribution is
compared with lower energy measurements and QCD expectations.
Submitted to Phys. Lett. B
Introduction




annihilation oer a good environment to test the predictions
of the theory of the strong interaction (QCD) [1]. Each time a new collision energy is available
it is important to study the main characteristics of the hadronic events not only for testing QCD
predictions but also for checking the validity of the QCD models very often used in particle
searches and other studies. In 1997 the centre-of-mass energy of LEP was increased to 183 GeV.
We report here on the studies of several event shape variables for the high energy hadronic nal
states from the data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 55.3 pb
 1
, collected with
the L3 detector [2, 3]. To allow a direct comparison with our earlier QCD tests done at lower
energies [4, 5], we follow an identical analysis procedure.
The rst part of the work consists of comparing measured event shape variable distributions
with QCD models with parameters tuned using hadronic Z decays [6].
The strong coupling constant is then determined at 183 GeV by comparing the measured
distributions of event shape variables with the predictions of a second order QCD calculation
with resummed leading and next-to-leading terms. The experimental uncertainty obtained at
this new energy is smaller than for previous high energy measurements done above the Z, due
to the higher luminosity collected.
We include the measurement of the charged particle multiplicity distributions and the peak
position, 
?
, of the charged particle  (=   lnx
p
) spectrum at 183 GeV together with similar
measurements at 133, 161 and 172 GeV.
Selection of Hadronic Events




! hadrons events is based on the energy measured in the electromagnetic
calorimeter composed of BGO crystals and in the uranium hadron calorimeter with proportional
wire chamber readout [2,3]. We use energy clusters in the calorimeters with a minimum energy
of 100 MeV. The number of clusters is denoted by N
cl
. We measure the total visible energy
(E
vis
) and the energy imbalance parallel (E
k
) and perpendicular (E
?
) to the beam direction.
The hadronic event selection is identical to the selection at
p
s = 172 GeV [5].




! q q() have been generated by the parton shower
program Pythia 5.7 [7] and passed through the L3 detector simulation [8].
Above the Z pole a large fraction of the events are accompanied by a photon from hard
initial state radiation (ISR). The fraction of such events in our sample is about 55%. To reduce










 energy of the most energetic photon, E

; < 30 GeV.








to discriminate well balanced
events from unbalanced events arising from an ISR photon lost in the beam pipe. The events
where the photon from initial state radiation is seen in the detector are removed by the second
cut. A sample of 2010 events is selected. Applying these cuts to the simulated events we nd
that 88% of the events with no hard initial state radiation greater than 30 GeV are accepted.
The dominant source of background at this energy comes from hadronic decays of W pairs.
It amounts to about 25% at this level of selection. Before doing a background subtraction, a




event selection similar to the one described in reference [5]. The selection, based on the 4 jet


























is the jet resolution parameter in Durham algorithm [9] for which the event goes
from a four-jet to a three-jet topology and N
tr
is the number of tracks measured in the central
tracking chamber. The tracks are required to have at least 30 hits and a transverse momentum




are the rescaled energies of the most and the least
energetic jets when the events are forced to form four jets using the Durham algorithm.
After this additional rejection the nal sample at 183 GeV contains 1619 events. This
corresponds to an eciency of 84.4% to select hadronic events with no hard ISR with energy





been estimated to be 10.2% and 11.7% respectively. Table 1 summarises the background content
of the remaining event sample. For the background studies the following Monte Carlo programs



















































Measurement of event shape variables
We measure ve variables, thrust (T ), scaled heavy jet mass (), total (B
T
) and wide (B
W
)
jet broadening variables and the C-parameter, for which improved analytical QCD calculations
are available [14{18].















is the momentum vector of the particle i. The thrust axis ~n
T
is the unit vector
which maximises the above expression. The value of the thrust can vary between 0.5 and 1.
Scaled heavy jet mass: The heavy jet mass M
H














are the invariant masses in the two hemispheres, S

, dened by the plane





























































referred to as `total jet broadening' and `wide jet broadening', respectively.




















i; j = 1; 2; 3 ;






















For Monte Carlo events, the global event shape variables are calculated before (particle level)
and after (detector level) detector simulation. The calculation before detector simulation takes
into account all stable charged and neutral particles. The measured distributions at detector
level dier from the ones at particle level because of detector eects, limited acceptance and
resolution.
After subtracting the background events according to standard cross sections the measured
distributions are corrected for detector eects, acceptance and resolution on a bin-by-bin basis
by comparing the detector level results with the particle level results. We also correct the
data for initial and nal state photon radiation bin-by-bin using Pythia [7] Monte Carlo
distributions at particle level with and without radiation.
Figure 1 shows the corrected thrust and wide jet broadening distributions obtained at
p
s =
183 GeV. The data are compared with Jetset 7.4 [22], Herwig 5.6 [23], Ariadne 4.06 [24]
and Cojets 6.23 [25] QCD models at particle level without ISR. The agreement is good. The
gure also shows the various corrections applied at detector level to obtain the nal distribution.
Typical correction factors for resolution as well as for acceptance and initial state radiation are
between 0.5 and 1.5.
The systematic errors in the distributions of event shape variables arise mainly due to
uncertainties in detector calibration and those in estimating the background.
The eect of detector calibration is studied by changing the denition of reconstructed
objects used in the detector to calculate the observables. Instead of using only calorimetric
clusters, the analysis has been repeated with objects obtained from a non-linear combination of
energies of charged tracks and calorimetric clusters. The eect due to possible inhomogeneities
in the detector response is estimated by comparing the results with those obtained by restricting





is the polar angle of the thrust axis relative to the beam direction).
The uncertainty on the background composition of the selected event sample has been
estimated by repeating the analysis with:
 an alternative criterion to reject the hard initial state photon events based on a cut on
















 variation of the estimated 2-photon interaction background by  30%.
We also vary the MC model (Herwig [23] instead of Jetset [22]) used to correct the distri-
butions. The nal systematic error is taken as the sum in quadrature of all the contributions
mentioned above.
Energy Dependence of Mean Values
An important test of QCD models is a comparison of the energy evolution of the event shape
variables. The measured mean values of thrust, scaled heavy jet mass, total jet broadening,
wide jet broadening and C-parameter are summarised in Table 2. The energy dependence of
the mean event shape variables arises mainly from two sources: the logarithmic energy scale
dependence of 
s
and the power law behaviour of the non-perturbative eects. As an example,
the mean values of (1  T ) and wide jet broadening B
W
are shown in Figure 2, together with




machines [29]. Also shown are the energy dependences of these quantities as predicted by
Jetset 7.4 PS [22], Herwig 5.6, Ariadne 4.06, Cojets 6.23 and Jetset 7.4 ME Monte
Carlo models with constant parameter values over the entire energy range. These models have
been tuned [6] to global event shape distributions and charged particle multiplicity distributions
measured at 91.2 GeV. They use dierent approaches to describe the perturbative and non-
perturbative phase of QCD evolution. For both the distributions all the models, with the




In order to derive 
s
, we t the measured distributions of the event shape variables to theoretical
calculations based on O(
2
s
) perturbative QCD with resummed leading and next-to-leading
order terms. These calculations are performed at parton level and do not include heavy quark
mass eects. To compare the analytical calculations with the experimental distributions, the
eect of hadronisation and decays has been corrected using Monte Carlo programs.
For the t, we need to dene ranges that take into account the limited statistics at LEP2 as
well as the reliability of the resummation calculation. The t ranges given in Table 3 are the
same as those in our earlier analyses [4, 5]. We carry out ts to the C-parameter for the rst
time to extract the value of 
s
.





and C. The corresponding 
s
values obtained from the ts to the distributions are
presented in Table 3 with the experimental and theoretical errors.
The experimental error corresponds to the statistical errors together with the experimental
systematic uncertainties estimated by varying the energy calibration and background content
as mentioned earlier.
The theoretical error is obtained from an estimate of the hadronization uncertainty and of
the errors coming from the uncalculated higher orders in the QCD predictions. The rst part of
Table 4 shows the variation in the tted value of 
s
due to dierent hadronisation corrections.
The hadronisation correction using Jetset has been taken as a reference point. 
s
has been
determined using dierent hadronisation models (Herwig, Ariadne) and changing several
parameters of Jetset. For all variables but the wide jet broadening (B
W
), the most important
5
variation comes from the change in the fragmentation models. We use this as an estimate of
the overall hadronisation uncertainty.
The second part of the table summarises the errors coming from uncalculated higher orders
in the QCD predictions. The scale error is obtained by repeating the t for dierent values
of the renormalisation scale in the interval 0:5
p
s    2
p
s. For all these scales a good t
is obtained. The matching scheme uncertainty is obtained from half of the maximum spread
due to the variation of the matching algorithm [30]. The systematic errors due to uncalculated
higher order terms have been estimated independently from the scale uncertainty and the
matching scheme uncertainty. The largest of these is taken as the theoretical uncertainty due
to uncalculated higher orders. The overall theoretical error for each event shape variable is
obtained by adding to this in quadrature the hadronisation uncertainty.
One should note that this estimate of the theoretical error may not always reect on the true
size of uncalculated higher order terms. It is better to compare 
s
measurements from many
event shape variables which are aected dierently by higher order corrections and hadronisa-
tion eects. To obtain a combined value for the strong coupling constant we take the unweighted
average of the ve 
s
values. We estimate the overall theoretical error from the simple average
of the ve theoretical errors or from half of the maximum spread in the ve 
s
values. Both
these estimates yield similar results. The combined results are:

s
(183 GeV) = 0:1083  0:0028 (exp)  0:0054 (th)
where the rst error is experimental and the second error is theoretical.
We have examined the dependence of the value of 
s
on the t range. We repeated the 
s
determination with a new set of ranges also given in Table 3 where we excluded the extreme
2-jet region. We nd 
s
(183 GeV) = 0.1083  0.0093 (exp)  0.0046 (th) in agreement with
the earlier number. The number of events contributing to the new ts is drastically reduced
resulting in a large statistical error. The estimated experimental systematic error also increases.
To compare the 
s
value with our earlier measurements done at lower energies [4,5,31,32],
we use the mean 
s







(183 GeV) = 0:1086  0:0026 (exp)  0:0054 (th)
The most precise measurements of 
s




and at 183 GeV.
It should be noted that the theoretical errors are strongly correlated between these measure-
ments. The higher order uncertainties should be the same and the uncertainties due to hadro-
nisation corrections are comparable at these energies. The error appropriate to a measurement
of the energy dependence of 
s
can then be considered to be purely experimental.
The experimental systematic errors on 
s
are dominated by the background uncertainties.
These are similar for all the individual low energy or high energy data points but dier between
the low energy, Z peak and high energy data sets. The experimental systematic errors are then
dierent and uncorrelated between the three data sets, but are taken as fully correlated between
individual low energy or high energy measurements. The eleven measurements in Figure 4 are





) as a free parameter. The t gives a 
2
of 16.9 for 10 degrees of freedom corresponding







) = 0:1216  0:0017 (exp)  0:0058 (th):







The dynamics of hadron production can be probed using the charged particle multiplicity
distribution which has been found to be sensitive to the parameters of the QCDmodels. Figure 5
shows the measured multiplicity distribution at detector level compared with Monte Carlo
predictions for signal and background processes at
p
s = 183 GeV.
The measured distributions are corrected for the remaining estimated background using
Monte Carlo on a bin-by-bin basis. The distributions are then corrected for resolution and
acceptance, using a matrix unfolding method. In this correction procedure, we assume all
weakly decaying light particles with mean lifetime larger than 3:3 10
 10
s to be stable.
The systematic errors have been determined in the same manner as for the global event
shape variables with one additional contribution corresponding to a variation of the quality
criteria for track selection.
The rst three moments of charged particle multiplicity distribution are summarised in
Table 5 together with the dispersion and skewness variable.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of mean charged particle multiplicity with centre-of-mass




experiments at similar [4, 5, 27, 28, 33] and lower [29] centre-of-mass energies. The parameters
of these models are the same at all energies. We nd that the energy dependence of the
multiplicity distribution is in agreement with the predictions of parton shower models like
Jetset [22], Herwig [23], Ariadne [24] which include QCD coherence eects. However,
parton shower models with no QCD coherence eects likeCojets [25] or matrix element models
as implemented in Jetset cannot explain the energy dependence. Cojets predicts a faster
energy evolution, while the matrix element model, which has low parton multiplicity before
fragmentation due to the O(
2
s
) calculation, needs retuning at each centre-of-mass energy.
Inclusive Particle Spectrum
The phenomenon of colour coherence in QCD implies destructive interference in soft gluon
emission. This gives rise to a suppression of hadron production at small momenta. We study





momentum scaled by the beam energy. The observed distribution is corrected for the eect of
background, detector resolution and acceptance on a bin-by-bin basis using Monte Carlo events.
The corrected spectrum is shown in Figure 7. The asymptotic behaviour of the  spectrum is
predicted to be Gaussian [34, 35]. Next-to-leading order corrections [36] distort the gaussian
shape of the  distribution. This implies a narrower -peak shifted towards lower x-values,
skewed and attened towards higher x-values, with the tail falling o faster than Gaussian.
The smooth lines in Figure 7 are ts to the corrected distributions to a Gaussian and a skewed
Gaussian function restricting the t range to values of  where the distribution falls to 60%
of its maximum value. During the t, the statistical errors on the measurements are taken
to be uncorrelated whereas the systematic errors are taken to be maximally correlated. Both
the distributions give reasonable description of the data around the peak position suggesting
that the next-to-leading corrections do not inuence the determination of peak position at high
energies. The t to the skewed Gaussian distribution yields a 
2
of 8.8 for 13 degrees of freedom
and the peak position 
?
in the  distribution is determined to be:

?
(183 GeV) = 4:075  0:022  0:038
7
where the rst error is statistical and the second error is due to systematics. To estimate the
systematic errors, we have repeated the ts changing (a) the functional form (Gaussian instead
of skewed Gaussian); (b) the quality cuts on track selection; (c) the hadronic selection criteria to
vary the backgrounds within one ; (d) the model (Herwig [23]) used for detector corrections
(the default being Pythia). Half of the maximum spread is assigned as the systematic error.
The 
?
analysis has been repeated on the L3 data at lower centre-of-mass energies. The values
obtained are summarised in Table 6.
Figure 8 shows the measured values of 
?
together with earlier measurements [37{41] as a
function of centre-of-mass energy. The energy evolution of 
?




























where Y = ln(
p


















are number of colours and active avours respectively. The rst term is given by
the double logarithm approximation (DLA), and the correction terms arise in the next-to-
leading order (MLLA) QCD predictions. In the ts, we have taken the statistical error as
fully uncorrelated and the systematic errors from the same experiment as fully correlated. The
correlation of systematic errors among dierent experiments has been ignored.
We nd that the data are in better agreement with QCD predictions computed to the next-
to leading orders. The t of the L3 and TASSO data to the DLA parametrisation gives a 
2
of
34.7 for 8 degree of freedom (CL = 3:0 10
 5
) whereas the MLLA predictions give a t with

2
of 7.7 for 8 degrees of freedom (CL = 0.46).
It should be recalled that the suppression of hadron production at very small momenta
resulting in a bell shape of the  distribution is expected on purely kinematical grounds due
to nite hadron masses. Soft gluon coherence, however, increases this suppression and is man-
ifested in the energy dependence of 
?
. The change with energy would be approximately two
times larger without any destructive interference.
Summary







s = 183 GeV. The distributions of the event shape variables as well as the energy
dependence of the mean are well described by QCD parton shower models.
The event shape distributions are compared to second order QCD calculations together
with resummed leading and next-to-leading log terms. The data are well described by these
calculations with a value of 
s
= 0.1086  0.0026 (exp)  0.0054 (th) at
p
s = 183 GeV. This
measurement together with our earlier measurements at lower centre-of-mass energies clearly
demonstrates the running of 
s
as expected in QCD.
The energy evolution of the charged particle multiplicity as well as the inclusive charged
particle momentum spectrum give evidence of soft gluon suppression. The energy evolution
of the peak position 
?
of inclusive  spectrum is described adequately by the next-to-leading
order QCD calculation including interference eects.
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Table 1: Expected background fraction of the selected event sample.
< 1  T > 0.0547  0.0016  0.0015
<  > 0.0440  0.0014  0.0009
< B
T
> 0.0936  0.0017  0.0018
< B
W
> 0.0670  0.0014  0.0013
< C > 0.2189  0.0051  0.0074
Table 2: Mean values of thrust, T , scaled heavy jet mass, , total jet broadening,
B
T
, wide jet broadening, B
W
, and C parameter measured at
p
s = 183 GeV. The
rst error is statistical and the second is systematic.
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(183 GeV) 0.1135 0.1070 0.1112 0.1028 0.1072
Fit Range 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.20 0.05 0.50

2
/d.o.f. 4.8 / 11 4.2 / 13 18.3 / 13 4.9 / 13 6.1 / 8
Statistical error 0:0024 0:0023 0:0018 0:0016 0:0032
Systematic error 0:0018 0:0023 0:0012 0:0011 0:0015
Overall experimental error 0:0030 0:0033 0:0022 0:0019 0:0035
Overall theoretical error 0:0055 0:0038 0:0065 0:0058 0:0052
Fit Range (for checking) 0.025 0.300 0.015 0.225 0.040 0.240 0.030 0.210 0.10 0.50
Table 3: 
s
(183 GeV) from the ts to the event shape variables together with the
estimated experimental and theoretical errors, t ranges and t qualities. The t
range for checking the t qualities is also given in the last row.





Fragmentation Model 0:0028 0:0016 0:0024 0:0014 0:0034
Model parameters 0:0019 0:0016 0:0013 0:0038 0:0013
Hadronisation 0:0028 0:0016 0:0024 0:0038 0:0034
QCD scale 0:0047 0:0034 0:0060 0:0040 0:0040
Matching scheme 0:0026 0:0028 0:0043 0:0044  
Higher orders 0:0047 0:0034 0:0060 0:0044 0:0040
Overall 0:0055 0:0038 0:0065 0:0058 0:0052




has been determined from the C-parameter using log-R and R matching schemes and
are found to dier by 0.0012. The other matching schemes have not been tried out



































) 8.43 0.18 0.18









]/D) 0.58 0.18 0.09





Value Error on 
?
Statistical Systematic
133 GeV 3.90 0.04 0.05
163 GeV 3.92 0.05 0.04
172 GeV 4.06 0.05 0.05
183 GeV 4.08 0.02 0.04
Table 6: 
?
values determined at dierent centre-of-mass energies
16























































Figure 1: Corrected distributions at
p
s= 183 GeV of (a) thrust, T , and (b) wide jet broadening,
B
W
, in comparison with QCD model predictions. The errors shown are statistical only. The




















































Figure 2: Distribution of mean 1 thrust, < 1   T > and wide jet broadening, < B
W
> as a















































































, jet broadening, and C parameter in comparison with QCD predictions at 183 GeV. The















measurements from event shape distributions as a function of the centre-of-mass
energy. The errors shown are only experimental. The points below 91 GeV have been obtained
from radiative hadronic events. The solid and dashed lines are ts of the data points with the
energy dependence of 
s



















Figure 5: Measured charged particle multiplicity distribution at
p
s = 183 GeV compared with



























Figure 6: The mean charged particle multiplicity, hn
ch
i, as a function of the centre-of-mass
















Figure 7: Corrected -spectrum at
p
s = 183 GeV together with the ts to Gaussian and skewed
Gaussian distributions. The t range is between the vertical lines.
















Figure 8: Energy evolution of 
?
: the solid and dashed lines are ts to the L3 and TASSO data
with Modied Leading Log Approximation (MLLA) and Double Leading log Approximation
(DLA) of QCD.
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